UNIOR Week is a gala week for the Tech man. Into its few days are crowded most of the social events of the college year. Everything takes on a holiday appearance, and looks and does its prettiest. The Tech is to appear on Wednesday of that week garbed in a brand new exterior. The Alumni Department is to receive unusual prominence, and The Lounger is to be given an opportunity to spread himself. This number is also to contain criticisms from professors on the artistic and literary standard of 1902 Technique. It is the aim of the editors to present an exceptionally good issue.

WE wish to call attention again to the fact that the two lower classes have not the representation on The Tech which they should have. This is a subject which should be of peculiar interest to the Class of 1903 inasmuch as the conduct of The Tech should fall, in a measure, to the Junior Class. The editors wish, therefore, to urge more men to try for The Tech and to gain the advantages which the training of college journalism can give. Just at this time of the year the chances for getting material are many and varied, the events of Junior Week offering opportunities which will not be equalled in interest again this year. The editor-in-chief will be glad to meet anyone who wishes to try for the Board.

MATTER greatly to be regretted in connection with the Junior Week festivities for the present season is the poor judgment that has been shown in the selection of dates. The interval on Tuesday evening between the Walker Club play and the dances that occupy the remainder of the week cannot help but be detrimental, in some measure, to the success of the play, and it is surely bad policy to arrange dates so that the only two dances of the college year at the Institute occur on successive evenings. While it is too late now to better the present arrangements, we hope that in future years those in charge of the many events occurring during Tech's gala week will try to fix upon dates more convenient and suitable to the students who may wish to attend.